Plan Your Future, Start Now!
Stay ahead in a competitive landscape by equipping yourself with skills in the eight priority areas under the SkillsFuture Series.
Sign up for the NUS-ISS SkillsFuture Series programmes which are focused on equipping Singaporeans with emerging and critical skills for the future economy.
*Up to 90% funding available for Singaporeans & PRs

Data Analytics Courses

Foundation
- Data Driven Decision Making
- NICF - Data Storytelling
- NICF - Managing Business Analytics Projects
- NICF - Statistics for Business

Intermediate
- NICF - Customer Analytics
- NICF - Data Governance & Protection

Advanced
- Machine Learning Drive Data Science
- NICF - Advanced Customer Analytics
- NICF - Predictive Analytics - Insights of Trends & Irregularities

Cybersecurity Courses

Foundation
- NICF - AISP Qualified Information Security Professional Course
- NICF - Cyber Security for ICT Professionals
- NICF - Cybersecurity Risk Awareness

Intermediate
- NICF - Design Secure Mobile Architecture
- NICF - (ISC)² CISSP CBK Training Seminar
- NICF - (ISC)² CSSLP CBK Training Seminar

Advanced
- NICF - Strategic Design & Innovation
- NICF - Text Analytics
- NICF - Secure Software Development Lifecycle for Agile
# Digital Media Courses

### Foundation
- NICF - Digital User Experience Design

### Intermediate
- NICF - Digital & Social Engagement Strategy
- NICF - Mobile User Experience Design

### Tech-Enabled Services Courses

### Foundation
- Cloud DevOps Foundation
- Envisioning Smart Urban IoT Solutions
- Innovation Bootcamp
- NICF - Building Enterprise Applications Using Java EE
- NICF - Digital User Experience Design
- NICF - Essential Practices for Agile Teams
- NICF - Software Testing
- NICF - Strategic Product Manager™
- NICF - Understanding NoSQL Databases
- NICF - Web Analytics & SEO
- Python for Data, Ops and Things
- Sensors Systems Design for IoT
- The Coder in You

### Intermediate
- Configuration Management and Monitoring for Cloud DevOps
- Full Stack Foundation: Client Side Foundation
- Full Stack Foundation: Server Side Foundation
- Full Stack Foundation: Persistence and Analytics
- Security, Notification and Messaging Fundamentals
- NICF - Designing Cloud-Enabled Mobile Applications
- NICF - Design Secure Mobile Architecture
- NICF - Digital & Social Engagement Strategy
- NICF - Evaluating Software Architectures
- NICF - Mobile User Experience Design
- NICF - Object Oriented Analysis & Design
- NICF - Service Design
- NICF - Social Media Analytics
- NICF - Strategic Design & Innovation
- NICF - Strategic Product Manager™
- NUS-ISS Certificate in Digital Solutions Development – Design (SF)
- NUS-ISS Certificate in Digital Solutions Development – Mobility (SF)
- NUS-ISS Certificate in Digital Solutions Development – Web Applications (SF)

### Advanced
- Containers for Deploying and Scaling Apps
- Machine Learning driven Data Science
- NICF - Architecting Software Solutions
- NICF - Design & Develop Mobile Enterprise
- NICF - Object Oriented Design Patterns
- NICF - Strategic Design & Innovation
- NICF - Technopreneurship
- NICF - RESTful API Design
# Urban Solutions Courses

## Foundation
- Cloud DevOps Foundation
- Envisioning Smart Urban IoT Solutions
- NICF - Building Enterprise Applications Using Java EE
- NICF - Understanding NoSQL Databases
- NICF - Essential Practices for Agile Teams
- NICF - Software Testing
- Python for Data, Ops and Things
- Sensors Systems Design for IoT
- The Coder in You

## Intermediate
- Configuration Management and Monitoring for Cloud DevOps
- Full Stack Foundation: Client Side Foundation
- Full Stack Foundation: Server Side Foundation
- Full Stack Foundation: Persistence and Analytics
- NICF - Designing Cloud-Enabled Mobile Applications
- NICF - Design & Develop Mobile Enterprise Application
- NICF - Designing Cloud-Enabled Mobile Applications
- NICF - Design & Develop Mobile Enterprise Application
- NICF - PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)®
- NICF - Service Design
- NICF - Agile Continuous Delivery
- NICF - Business Analysis for Agile Practitioners
- NICF - Certified Enterprise Architecture Practitioner
- NICF - Cloud Computing for Solution Architects
- NICF - Design Secure Mobile Architecture
- NICF - Design & Develop Mobile Enterprise Application
- NICF - Design Secure Mobile Architecture
- NICF - Service Design

## Advanced
- Containers for Deploying and Scaling Apps
- NICF - Architecting Software Solutions
- NICF - Certified LeSS Practitioner - Principles to Practices
- NICF - Certified ScrumMaster
- NICF - Lean Kanban Foundation
- NICF - Object Oriented Design Patterns
- NICF - Strategic Design & Innovation
- RESTful API Design

---

# Entrepreneurship Courses

## Foundation
- Innovation Bootcamp
- NICF - Strategic Product Manager™

## Intermediate
- NICF - Service Design

## Advanced
- NICF - Strategic Design & Innovation
- NICF - Technopreneurship
## Advanced Manufacturing

**Foundation**
- Envisioning Smart Urban IOT Solutions
- Sensor Systems Design for IOT

## Finance Courses

### Foundation
- Data Driven Decision Making
- NICF - Cybersecurity Risk Awareness
- NICF - Data Storytelling
- NICF - Managing Business Analytics Projects
- NICF - Managing Cybersecurity Risk
- NICF - Statistics Bootcamp
- NICF - Statistics for Business
- NICF - Strategic Product Manager™

### Intermediate
- NICF - Customer Analytics
- NICF - Data Governance & Protection

### Foundation
- NICF - Advanced Customer Analytics
- NICF - Certified ScrumMaster
- NICF - Digital Transformation Planning
- NICF - Predictive Analytics - Insights of Trends & Irregularities
- NICF - Technopreneurship
- NICF - Text Analytics